Mamaissii Vivian Odelelasi Dansi Hounon

Mamaissii Vivian is a Mami Wata and VODOUN priestess of the Yeveh and Tchamba lineage from what is now Togo, West Africa. VODOUN, a name in the Adja-Tado Ewe/Fon language meaning “spirit” or “god,” is arguably the world's oldest Ancestral and Nature honoring tradition known to humans.

She works with the Spirits and ancestors full time and performs divination, healing, and other work, which takes her all over the world. Her mission now is to reintroduce our tradition back and to take it out of the realm of anthropology, and bring it back on a different level, on equivalent to the other world religions.

Mamaissii Vivian Dansi Hounon is also the current president of OATH, Organization of African Traditional Healers. Her organization is responsible for the recent landmark changes implemented by the Library of Congress in changing the classification of African Traditional Religions from “Cult” to “Religion.”

Sobonfu Some

Author, Teacher, Healer

Sobonfu Some’s name means "keeper of ritual". Sobonfu Somé was born and raised in the traditional context of her people, the Dogon. She is an instinctive and intuitive teacher. She has a deep well of knowledge and of womanhood Spirit. She is the Author of "Welcoming Spirit Home: Ancient Teachings to Celebrate Children and Community", "The Spirit of Intimacy: Ancient teachings in the ways of relationships" and the soon to come "Falling Out Of Grace".

Sobonfu Leads various workshop throughout the United States, Canada and Europe. In California she holds a grief ritual every year in the Sonoma County. Sobonfu, like her husband Maladoma, is sharing the ancient teachings and wisdom of Africa with the stranger/enemy. In other words, the Western or "white world."

N2WISHN

Tony B. Conscious & Queen Sistah Charmian

This multi-talented All Accapella Dynamic Duo not only fuses Jazz, R&B, and Hip Hop in perfectly harmonious melodies. They also bring Spoken Word and African Drumming to the masses in an astonishing way never ever heard of before.

Edutainment is what they call it! Entertaining while Informing, they stress the importance of Cultural Awareness, Unity, "Black Love", and Connecting with Mother Earth, Nature, the Elements, the Ancestors and above all The CREATOR!!

Since its inception in 1997, N2WISHN has uplifted and enlightened audiences in Atlanta, California, Chicago, Florida, Las Vegas, Philadelphia and New York. They have performed on numerous Television Shows and in many Festivals, Conferences, Expos and Concerts; as well as appearances in Films, Fitness Shows, Music Videos, Commercials and Print Ads...Check out their Debut CD "Everything Lies in U"
Eric Ture Muhammad

Eric Muhammad is the executive director of the Black African Holocaust Council, a national action-research group dedicated to the liberation of African people worldwide through the proper dissemination of information. He publishes a monthly magazine called The Holocaust Journal. He is also the national correspondent for The Final Call newspaper, published by the Honorable Minister Louis Farrakhan, leader of the Nation of Islam. As a writer and journalist Mr. Muhammad's credits include the National Newspaper Publishers Association (NNPA) a consortium of Black dailies and weeklies around the country as well a variety of photography credits with the Associated Press.

Mr. Muhammad publishes DATELINE AFRICA, an electronic news service and The Holocaust Journal, a newsletter and magazine dedicated to the elevation of African people worldwide.

He is a member of the Nation of Islam and has worked with the Honorable Minister Louis Farrakhan for over 20 years.

In July 2001, he completed a brief tenure as Communications Director for Rep. Cynthia McKinney (D-GA) and helped organize the Congressional Black Caucus Taskforce on the World Conference Against Racism, led by Ms. McKinney.

Other credits include National Press Secretary for the 2000 Million Family March, and currently for the Million Family March and Mobilization directed by Minister Benjamin F. Muhammad.

A son of Pan-African leader "KWAME TURE.", formerly known as Stokely Carmichael, Brother Muhammad was given the family name Ture, in 1998 by the freedom fighter and expects to complete the biography, As Africa Is My Mother: A Chronicle of the Life of Kwame Ture, very soon.

Mr. Muhammad lectures extensively throughout the United States.

Hakim H. Y. Bey
Moorish Researcher, Scientist and Teacher

Brother Hakim Bey gathers and organizes once concealed information to educate members of our race-family. A leader in the Moorish Renaissance, his teaching help a person distinguish between fact and fiction. The brother presents keys to governing ourselves as a free and sovereign people!

Jewel I. Pookrum, M.D.
Preventative and Wholistic Physician

Jewel I. Pookrum, M.D. brings a sense of vitality and boundless energy to her work. She is the Medical Director and founder of Perfect Health Institute of Nutritional Medicine, a health environment where clinical medicine and wholistic practices are combined in a highly individualized approach. Her treatments have helped patients to heal visible signs of cancer, erase aging lines and learn to live happy, balanced and pain free lives.

Dr. Pookrum is an acknowledged leader in the natural healing movement. Among her most notable recognition was the selection by Nelson and Winnie Mandela to be their consulting physician during their historic visit to the United States in 1990. She has hosted wellness talk shows on WCHB and WQBH radio stations in Detroit, Michigan from 1986 to 1991. She has conducted lectures for major corporations, secondary education, college and medic organizations and churches. She has received high praise for her dedication to sharing her vast knowledge of wholistic healing techniques.

Dr. Pookrum graduated from Roosevelt University in Chicago, Illinois in 1968, where she completed graduate work in microbiology and received her Master degree in 1971. Pookrum graduated from Creighton University Medical School in Omaha, Nebraska in 1975. She completed her Obstetrics-Gynecology residency at Henry Ford Hospital in Detroit, Michigan in 1979 where she remained on staff from 1979-1981.

A growing interest in wellness and self-Initiated healing prompted Dr. Pookrum to pursue a independent education in foods, nutrition and related subjects for six years before attending formal programs. She has completed macrobiotic seminars, intensive workshops and lectures with Michio Kushi and Michael Rossoff. She studied with the Fultonia Institute and Fasting Center in Chicago, Illinois where Dick Gregory developed his fasting and nutrition plan. Dr. Pookrum also attended the Iridology Institute, International Institute of Reflexology, School Orthomolecular Nutrition, the School of Pisonic Medicine of Cellular Regeneration in London, England. She also completed a number of interpretive astrology courses, studied neurolinguistic programming with Tony Robbins and Richard Morales, and learned ancient healing techniques in Mexico, Egypt, West Indies and North America.

Dr. Booker Coleman
Teacher, Scholar & Historian

Dr. Coleman studied under the tutelage of Dr. John Henrik Clark and Chancellor Williams. Also known as Kaba Hiawatha Kamene, Dr. Coleman has been an educator in Bronx, N.Y. since 1979. He is currently a staff developer at the Harriet Tubman Charter School in Bronx and the Principal Facilitator and Chief Executive Officer at the African-Centered "Per Ankh (House of Life)" Science Academy.
Dr. Delbert Blair  
Metaphysician

Dr. Blair is frank, honest and does not back down. His areas of experience consist of Black history, ancient history, comparative religion, natural health, herbology, safety engineering, biology, metaphysics, hypnotis and extensive research on UFO's. His topics range from magnetism, electricity and planets to intelligent life forms, aliens, shape-shifters and ethic beings. Reverend Doctor Blair is the premiere Black metaphysical speaker.  

Dr. Delbert Blair has lectured at the Cosmopolitan Chamber of Commerce in Illinois, AT&T Bell Telephone, Northern Telecom and has spoken at over 100 churches and private organizations throughout the U.S. and Canada. Dr. Blair conducts lectures, seminars, workshops and classes throughout the year on a contractual basis only. Fees and honorariums are available upon request. He is the director of the Meta Center in Chicago, Illinois and hosts an annual “Spiritual Awakening Extravaganza”, “The Male/Female Relationship Seminar Workshop” & the “Expanding Consciousness Metaphysical Course” which can be packaged and presented in your city.

Rev. Radine Amen-Ra  

Rev. Radine Amen-Ra, commonly known as "Rev" was born to indigenous Black American parents in New York. Her mother is Chickasaw and father are of Cherokee NC and Yamesee S.C. heritage. Rev. Radine has over 20 years in the field of Human Resource Development and Psychotherapy. She is a Doctor of Naturopathy with a license in Massage and Colon Therapy. Rev. Radine has studied and researched extensively in the Ancient mystery schools of Western and Eastern philosophy and religion, as well as quantum physics. She is a graduate of the New Seminary as an ordained Interfaith Minister and Spiritual Counselor. Rev. Radine is the founder of Quantum Leap Spiritual Life Center. As founder, her mission with Quantum Leap S.L.C. is to heal the heart of her people and assist the indigenous (Black) American people in realizing how much Love God has for them as people... She is also re-educating them to the understanding of natural law as the true law and to use their ancestral knowledge within them to overcome physical obstacles that promotes the illusion of powerlessness and fear.  

Rev. Radine has helped people from all walks of life: homeless people, entertainers, ministers, professional athletes, stockbrokers, lawyers, politicians and corporate executives just to name a few. Rev. Radine Amen-Ra was asked by many to teach her wonderful awareness of life and soul understanding thru classes, seminars, and lectures on a local and national level. As a survivor of a near death tragedy herself, Rev. RaDine was lead to uncover the larger more profound understanding about life. Surrendering her life to her spiritual soul, she in return received gifts beyond her wildest dreams and expectations. The most profound gift was the revealing and validation of her true identity and the Ancestral identity of 50 Million or more people who live under the classification of Afro-Americans. This profound Grace alone has made it clear to her why her life and those of all the Negro People of America are SO IMPORTANT to HUMANITY. She joyfully accepts the service of her soul for the healing of her people. This will allow the healing of all the people on the planet.

Dr. Charles S. Finch  
Medical Doctor, Teacher, Historian

Dr. Finch is one of the few researchers that has done intensive studies on the Dogon, ancient Afrikan math & technology.

Charles S. Finch III is currently Director of International Health at the Morehouse School of Medicine. He is a 1971 graduate of Yale University and a 1976 graduate of Jefferson Medical College. He completed a family medicine residency at the University of California Irvine Medical Center in 1979.

Dr. Finch joined the Department of Family Medicine at the Morehouse School of Medicine in 1982 and then the Office of International in 1989, eventually becoming the principal investigator of a traditional healer survey among the Serer people of Senegal, 1991-1992. Dr. Finch led three additional traditional healer projects in Senegal, ending October, 1995. Since 1992, he has led groups to traditional healing ceremonies in Senegal and, since 1982, has traveled to Africa more than forty times.


Dr. Finch has lectured more than 700 times in the U.S., Senegal, England, Switzerland, Guatemala, Trinidad, the Bahamas, and Egypt on diverse topics. He has led six study tours to Egypt since 1989. He was a co-organizer of Cumbia Lamba USA, an 8-day African healing ceremony on St. Helena Island, South Carolina in 1996. He is currently Morehouse School of Medicine’s principal investigator of a cooperative agreement with the U.S.-sponsored LIFE Initiative to conduct programs against non-AIDS STIs in three southern African countries.

Neely Fuller  
Author, Lecturer

Mr. Neely Fuller Jr. explains in detail the mystery of racism, its effects on its victims and gives plain and simple analogies in the process. The Code is a system for victims of racism to reduce the effects of White Supremacy. Mr. Fuller's work will one day be recognized for the powerful work that it is. He is the author of the book, The United Independent Compensatory Code System Concept: a textbook, workbook, for victims of White Supremacy.
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**Walter Williams**

Professor Walter Williams is the founder of the Ancient Egyptian Museum and the Society of New Scholars (SUNS) in Chicago, Illinois. He is a historian, independent researcher, and author. He wrote the book, "The Historical Origin of Christianity". The thesis of his book is: "There has never been a man who ever walked the earth in human form of any race, creed, or color by the name of Jesus Christ." Professor Williams is also the author of the soon to be published book, "The Historical Origin of Islam". The thesis of this book is: "The traditional Prophet Muhammad of Islam never existed."

His lecture topics include Ancient History, Ancient Egypt, and the history of the three major western religions: Christianity, Islam and Judaism.

**Audri Scott Williams**

Co-founder of the Spirit of Truth Foundation, is a mother of three young men and grandmother of two precious grandsons. She has spent the majority of her adult life designing and implementing innovative programs that motivate, inspire and equip youth with the wisdom, skills and knowledge that will facilitate them to greater and great heights in their personal life, academics and career choices. Equally important is instilling an awareness of responsibility toward humanity, the planet and community. Programs have included UPRISING, a theater arts company for youth and parents; Trail of Dreams, an experiential ancestral journey adventure; Beyond the Global Divide, an international youth summit.

She is former Dean of Continuing Education and Community Service at Charles County Community College, an author, public speaker, former radio host, the Dean of Instruction for the Institute for Divine Wisdom, Visionary for the Trail of Dreams, and the publisher of an online magazine NOWTIME Online. She is also a graduate student in the Indigenous Mind Program at the University of Creation Spirituality.

**Dr. Ashra Kwesi**

Ashra Kwesi and Merira Kwesi are lecturers on African history, civilization, religion and culture. They present lively and dynamic slide presentation productions and videotapes based on their extensive study and travel on the African continent. Their startling and revealing information on the African origins of many of the concepts and symbols now utilized by the western world is due to their focus on the ancient African Nile Valley.

These national and international lecturers also conduct the annual Kemet Nu (Black People) "Know Thyself" Educational Tours to Egypt. Bro. and Sis. Kwesi link the historical with the present to bring "our story" to life.

**Dick Gregory**

Professor Walter Williams is the founder of the Ancient Egyptian Museum and the Society of New Scholars (SUNS) in Chicago, Illinois. He is a historian, independent researcher, and author. He wrote the book, "The Historical Origin of Christianity". The thesis of his book is: "There has never been a man who ever walked the earth in human form of any race, creed, or color by the name of Jesus Christ." Professor Williams is also the author of the soon to be published book, "The Historical Origin of Islam". The thesis of this book is: "The traditional Prophet Muhammad of Islam never existed."

Dick Gregory entered the national comedy scene in 1961 when Chicago’s Playboy Club (as a direct request from publisher Hugh Hefner) booked him as a replacement for white comedian, “Professor” Irwin Corey. Until then Gregory had worked mostly at small clubs with predominantly black audiences (he met his wife, Lillian Smith, at one such club). Such clubs paid comedians an average of five dollars per night; thus Gregory also held a day job as a postal employee. His tenure as a replacement for Corey was so successful (at one performance he won over an audience including southern white convention goers) that the Playboy Club offered him a contract extension from several weeks to three years. By 1962 Gregory had become a nationally known headline performer, selling out nightclubs, making numerous national television appearances, and recording popular comedy albums.

Gregory recently escaped death when a massive tree fell on his car in a storm in Washington D.C. crushing it completely, causing him to have to be extricated from the car by emergency crews. One witness said, “I knew the driver and his passengers had died when I saw the tree fall.” Gregory said, “I knew that God had more work for me to do when I saw the tree falling. ” He saved his own life by driving into the oncoming lanes of traffic.

Gregory’s friend, Ted Terry, initiated his first website in 1998, dickgregory.com, which has now been redesigned and updated to include many of Gregory’s books and record albums, CDs, and other information for those who want interact with the incomparable Dick Gregory. His most recent book, Callus On My Soul, (Longstreet Press, Atlanta, Ga.) which became a best-seller within weeks of publication, is an autobiography that updates his earlier autobiography (Nigger), because as Dick says, “I’ve lived long enough to need two autobiographies which is fine with me. I’m looking forward to writing the third and fourth volumes as well.”

**Steve Cokely**

A courageous brother who shares his insights with the Black community about Negroism and exposes secret societies, secret operations and programs that are detrimental to the rise of Black Messiahs. The weight of his information will out last those who don’t want to hear it.